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Introduction

The notion of educational objectives as a guide to instructional design and

evaludtionappears to be an established,
permanent feature in curriculwit design.

A survey of textbooks on curriculum construction would reflect this fact; so also
did the popularity of the accountability movement of a few years ago. Increasingly',
it is being insisted

upon that teachers make their objectives explicit, and use

those objective, as a basis for designing instruction.

Perhaps no work has been more influential in the area of educational

objectives than the Taxonomy of Educational Objectives: Handbook I: Cognitive

Domain under the editorship of Benjamin Bloom.
w
The six categories of Bloom's

Taxonomy are perhaps more conventional in educational planning today than any

other category system. If use is any measure of the value of something, then

certainly Bloom's Taxonomy.must,be ronsidered'One of the great contributions to

.... OPP40-0P01 TTactice,

The success of Bloom's Taxonomy suggests the utility of a taxonomic approach
to conceptualizing educational objectives. It would seem that the existence of

such a taxonomy provides teachers with a handy reference point for checking their
planning. If the taxonomy is in fact being used in this manner, then it is perhaps

incumbent upon the profession to make certain that the taxonomy is very exhaustive

of the aims of education, or supplement it accordingly, so as to avoid pOiential

warping of the overall curriculum. Such a concern apparently wai one of the

motivating factors in the development of the Taxonomy of Educational Objectives:
Handbook II: Affective Domain; other taxonomies in other domains can be envisioned.
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It is to this latter matter that this paper is directed.

The Objectives of Social Education

Robert Havinghurst, writing on the topic of objectives for y,mith developr

ment, summarized the Report of the Panel on Youth, President's Sci,mce Advisory

Committee, as follows:

Objectives of Self-Development

1. Cognitive and non-cognitive skills necessary for economic
independence and for occupational competence.

2. Capability for effective management of oae's own affairs.

3. Capability to engage in intense concentrated involvement
in 4n activity.

4. Capabilities as a consumer, not only of goods, but more
significantly of the cultural riches of civilization.

Objectives of Social Relations

5. Experience with persons differing in social class, subculture,
and in age...concern for people with a diversity of life-
style.

6. Experience of having others dependent on one's actions...
caring for others who need assistance.

7. Experience of interdependent activities directed toward
collective goals...(being a) leader and...follower.

It has'always been awkward to identify many of the goals and objectives of social

education in terMs of the existing categories of the taxonomy in the cognitive

domain. If we reflect upon the objectives of self-development and social relation

we find a weak match between these objectives and Bloom's cognitive categories.

To same extent this is alleviated by the existence of the taxonomy in the
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affective domain; however, in reading the literature on objectives, it is dif-

ficult to escape the feeling that the implicit intett of educational evaluators

is to use affective objectives as means to the end of cognitive objectives.

Thus receiving, responding, and valuing are meins-to the cognitive mastery of

subject matter. It has been argued rather pe::suasively by Gibbons (1974),

Kohlberg (1972), Metcalf (1955), Newmann (1975), Oliver and Shaver (1966), and

others that the proper means-ends relationship in social education is cognitive

mastery of subject matter as means to the end oE value decisions and/or citizen

action.

If social educatinn is properly social relations centered as opposed to

content mastery centered, then it would follow that additional taxonomies of

educational objectives with distinctly different orientations may be warranted

as supplements to the currently existing taxonomies. The taxonomy advanced here,

1-belleA *h.:. Taxonomy of Educational Objectives: Relational Domain, represents

an attempt to conceptualize same interpersonal skills in terms of observable

behaviors amenable to measurement. (A listing of the categories comprising the

taxonomy may be found at the end of this paper; the reader is cautioned, however,

against assuming this represents a taxonomy in its present order). Following

.Schutz (1958) several other taxonomies can be readily envisioned.

The six categories of the relational taxonomy represent six distinct

categories of capability, one of them cognitive (conceptualization) one of

them cognitive-affective (evaluation), and four of them cognitive-affective-

behavioral (leadership, folloyership, role excharge-yielding, role exchange-
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asserting.) Each category is then broken down into three subcategories,

reflecting three different bases of order in a task oriented group, control of

sanctions, control through persuasion, and control through the exercise of

expert knowledge.

Theoretical Foundations of the Taxonomy of Educational Ob ectives: Relational
Domain

A basic value orientation underlying the structure of the taxonomy is the

belief that task oriented group activity requires leadership; furthermore, that

leadership may be exercised through the agency of sanctions (power orientation;,

persuasion (social orientation), or influence (interdependent-cultural

orientation);1 and finally that determination.of the most appropriate mode.fer'
....

the exercise oe'leadership is a function of the purpose of the.group. Thus in--
,

a routine production task group, i.e., industry, the appropriate agency for the

exercise of leadership is the use of sanctions; it would be inappropriate to try

to lead on the basis of social attractiveness or some other basis of persuasion.

Again, in a policy making group, it mould be inappropriate to attempt to lead

through the use of sanctions; the appropriate agency of leadership would be

persuasion. Finally, in a group attempting to create, the appropriate agency of

leadership is special expertise.

Given these basic imperatives of social interaction in groups, the taxonomy

1Herbert Kelman demonstrated empirically the salience of a quite similar
trichotomy of sources of power. Specifically Kelman's compliance process cor-
responds to the power orientation; his identification process corresponds to
the interdependent7cultura1 orientation. See Relman, R., "Compliance, Identifi-
cation and Internalization: Three processes of Attitude Change", Journal of
Conflict Resolution, 1958, 2, 51-60.
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was designed to foster the acquisition of capabilities for utiliza,ion of all

three agencies of leadership.

Another basic belief underlying the taxonomy is the position that no one

should be a ieader on a continuous basis, but rather that in one set of cir-

cumstances, a given individual might most appropriately lead, but at another

point in time being a follower would be more appropriate; furthermore it is

assumed that followership is a learned behavior, and should accocdingly be

accomodated in a taxonomy of educational objectives; and finally it is assumed

tlAat the learned dispositions of followers under the three alternative agencies

for the exercise of leadership are psychologically unique, and hence must be

_identified and pursued as unique categories of objectives.

A.third value orientation basic to the taxonomy is the position (belief)

that the abilitiei toexpropriate leadership or iurrender leadership are unique

behavioral caPalliifieS, are'acquired thiOugh learning; and the exercise

of these capabilities under the agency of different leadersh4.p fcr.mats is suf-

ficiently unique psychological experience in each case to warrant their separate

pursuit as unique objectives.

These value orientations about the nature and scope of power related group

activity are generally consistent with the compliance theory of Anr.tai Etzioni,

and the supervisory theory of Rensis Likert.

The conceptualization and evaluation categories of the taxonomy are assumed

to be critical to the achievement of the role exchange-yielding and role exchange-

asserting categories of objectives. Theoretical support for this assumption

7
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may be found in the body of theory generally known as ego-develorment theory,

and characterized by the developmental schemes elucidated by Koh.J:erg (1958),

Sulivan, Grant and Grant (1957), Loevinger (1976), and most particularly Harvey,

Hunt and Schroder (1961). Harvey, et.al., postulate a concrete to abstract

dimension of cognitive functioning. People on the more concrete end of the

continuum manifest the following features or tendencies:

(1) a simpler cognitive structure, comprised of fewer differentiations
and incomplete integration;

(2) a greater tendency toward bifurcated evaluations, viz., good-bad,
right-wrong, black-white, etc.;

(3) a greater dependence on external, or social definitions as criteria
of validity and hence a greater dependency on authority, precedent,
and other extra-personal sources as guidelines to action;

(4) a greater intolerance of ambiguity, expressed IA such ways as the
tendency to standardize judgments more quickly ot a novel
situation, even at the expense of error and susceptibility of
false but salient clues;

(5) a greater inability to change set and hence more stereotypy in
the solution of more complex and changing problems;

(6) a greater resistance to change at low levels of stress, but
a greater likelihood of collapsing or going to pieces under
high stress;

(7) a poor delineation between means and ends and hence a vurity
of different routes to the same goal and greater disLurbmice of
conceptual effectiveness from threat to or impairment of a set
of means;

(8) a poorer capacity to "act as if" to assume the role of the
other or to think and act in terms of a hypothetical si:uation;

(9) a less well-defined self and hence less entrance of the self
as a perceived causal agent in effecting sought outcomes in
one'l environment (Harvey, 1961).
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Ay focusing educational enterprise upon the conceptualization of roles and the

evaluation of personal capabilities for leadership, teachers may be able to

create more openness to experience, and thereby facilitate the development of

more abstract cognitive functioning. At any rate, it would seem tO.0 without

the development of capability for abstract functioning, i.e., under the limita-

tions of the concrete syndrome, the achievement of the role exchange objectiVes

would be an uuuertaking of extremely tenuous probability of sucrtess. The ability

to achieve the role exchange objectives would seem to be dependent upon a degree

of detachment of self from the situation, which implies differentiation, while

being able to relate to the situation, which implies integration of self with

the situation. These operations are characteristic of the most abstract end of

the continuum of cognitive functioning; their achievement, and accordingly the

establishment of abstract cognitive functioning, may be dependent upon the con-.

ditiona under which training if) conducted (Anderson and Mbore, 1959). Further-

more, it would seem that the achievement of the role exchange objectives under

the power and social orientations may be the necessary bridge to th achievement

of the role exchange objectives under the interdependent orientation.

Toward a More Fully Democratic Man

What kind of adult would emerge from a program emphasizing mastery of th,_

objectives snecified in the relational domain? The profile of the student who

achieved mastery under this taxonomy would theoretically closely resemble the

Stage IV power.orientation identified by McClellaod (McClelland, 1975). This
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1
profile, called social emotional maturity by McClelland, is descr:fbed as

follows:

...it does appear that men and women who reach a Stage IV exprf2ssion

of Power are more fully actualized. They are more responsible in
organizations, less ego-involved, tore willing to seek expert help
when appropriate, more open with intimates.. Yet one also gets the
impression that such genuinely mature people have so progressed
through all the stages that any modality or expression of power
drive is available to them, and that finally they are free to use
whichever one is appropriate to the situation. For the fact is,

situations play a large part in determining the appropriateness
of various modes of expression of the power drive...Maturity inVolves
the ability to use whatever mode is appropriate to the situation.
Immaturity involves using perhaps only one mode in all situations
or using a mode inappropriate to a particular situation.

This conceptualization of social-emotional maturity would seem to be virtually

indistinguishable from the Democrat profile on the control dimension of Schutz

theory of interpersonal behavior. It also seems to capture the essence of the

ideal democratic man as portrayed in the Western Cultural Tradition,.

Methodology and the RelatiOnal Domain

Certain particular types of learning environments mould seem to be more

appropriate to the mastery of the objectives of the relational Oomain.

Specifically environments which allow the learner to explore social relation-

ships through direct experience, either in simulated formats or 'real world

work experience' would seem to be superior to verbal or mechanically mediated

experience. The logic of this assinvtUn is based on the interaive qualities

of social relationships; it is prelmed that one leads by leadini" not by

re'ading about leading. Anderson and Moore (1959) identified three qualities

which presuMilbly are critical to effective instructional formats for inter-

dependence training. .These are (1) a safe environment; safety to make\
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mistakes; a playful atmosphere; (2) an intrinsic reward system; built in goals

and source of motivation; (3) guidance in mastery of relevant techniques.

Several interaction formats provide a particularly close match to these

" qualities; iimulation games, school extracurricular activities (yearbook, school

newspaper, school play), action learning formats In the community, peer teaching

activities, and such out of school enterprises as Junior Achievement are excel-

lent interaction formats in terms of the first two qualities. Given structured

conceptual and evaluational activities in line with the taxonomic categories in

the relational domain, they woad be equally excellent with regard to the third

quality., helping students learn relevant techniques, those Oechniquva being

interpersonal relations skills.

Relationships Between the Relational Taxonomy and Values/Moral Education

The objectives specified in the taxonomy bear a supportive relationship to

the values education and moral education goals currently in vogue in social

studies education. Kohlberg (1971), in discussing the relationship of cognitive-

moral development to moral action, acknowledged the central place of ego

strength in determining whether an individual will exhibit in behavior that

which he rationally believes. In other words, the development of moral reasoning

is a necessary but not a sufficient basis for moral behavior.

As the taxonomy of educational objectives in the relational domain would

encourage and foster activities conducive to development of ego dfength

through the generation of suC-cess experiences, it follows that the aims of the

1 1
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taxonomy in the relational domain are consistent with the aims of moral

development.

A similar supportive role for the taxonomy vis a vis value analysis pro-

- cedures is envisioned. Coombs and Meux (1971) suggest the capability for

formulating a fully rational value judgment is--according to ego.development

theory--achieved only at the highest stage of ego development. Thus to the

extent that the taxonomy fosters ego development, it is supportive of and

consistent with the aims of value analysis.

The Taxonomy in kelation to Individualized Learning

The taxonomy is also supportive of efforts to individualized learning

experiences. If We presume that students differ in terms of th2ir position

on the concrete-abstract continuum of cognitive functioning, then differing

kinds of experiences are warranted in the pursuit of development of ego strength

and interpersonal relations skills. The taxonomy as presently en.iisioned has

great flexibility in terms of the kinds of cognitive capabilities accomodated.

The potential for matching objectives to developmental stages as differentiatv,i

in the Harvey theory (Harvey and Schroder, 1963) is particularly pronounced.

Thus stage one individuals (most concrete) probably have no need for training

in leadership or followership under the power orientation. They may, however,

have great need for training in leadership and/or followership under the social
-

and interdependent orientations, and even greater need for experiences in

yielding power and asserting power, which as specified earlier require con:-

ceptualizatiou'and evaluation capabilities as preconditions.

12
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Stage two individuals would have a similar set cf experiential needs with

the exception of a less pronounced need for experience in yielding and asserting

leadership under the power orientation. Stage three individuals, on the oitiv.!r

hand, would be in great need of experiences with the conceptualiLation of leader-,.

ship and followership under the interdependent orientation; and with evaluation

of self and group task situations.

Thue it would appear that educational programs incorporating the relational

domain' would beworkable only under conditions of highly individualized insiructic:.

at least in the relational domain.'

The Relational Domain and Measurement

Several implications for measurement are immediately apparent from the

taxonomy. The conceptualization and evaluation categories of objectives should

be amenable to measurement in traditional formats, i.e., paper and pencil tests.

The leadership, followership, and role exchange categories of objectives, however,,

would necessitate a concerted effort on the part of measurement specialists and

.test designers to develop new, non-traditional evaluation formats. It would seem

that.norm referenced evaluation would be totally out of place of theee purposes;

mastery learning models, however, uould seem to be well suited t this domain.

Conclusion

Perhaps the most significant functional value of the taxonomy would be in

providing some kind of structure for designing evaluation of action learning.

Graham (1975) points out the inadequacy of current evaluation formats for the

accreditation of action learning. Clearly what :Ls lacking is the conceptualizatio:

13
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of the intended outcomes of action learning. This taxonomy does aot presume

to provide a complete conceptualization of the goals of action learning; it

does, however, represent a start in this direction. A complete conceptualization

, of the goals of action learning will probably await the development of seveyal

additional taxonomies, some of them aimed more directly at self-development.

Such efforts would appear to be needed now.

14
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TAXONOMY OF EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES

RELATIONAL DOMAIN

1. LEADERSHIP

Leadership, as defined here, is the ability to direct and coordinate task-

relevant gioup activities.

1.10 Leadership (Power Orientation)
Leadership in power orientations is defined as the ability to direct and
coordinate task relevant group activities through the recourse of control
over positive and negative sanctions.

1.20 Leadership (Social Orientation)
Leade-qhip in social orientations is defined as the.ability to direct and
coordinate task relevant group activities through the resource of per-
suasion.

..30 Leadership (Interdependent Orientation)
Leadership in ethical orientations is defined as the ability to direct
and coordinate task relevant group activities because of grohp-
acknowledged superior capabilities, i.e., the influence of specialized

.knowledge.

2. FOLLOWERSHIP

Fallowership, as defined here, is the ability to accept and aclnowledge the

leadership of another in the pursuit and culmination of task relevant group

activities. For measurement purposes, followership is defined as the ability to

participate as an integral part of the groilp without being the leader.

2.10 Followership (Power Orientation)
Followership in power orientation is defined ad the ability to remain
in a group and participate in it under conditions when another controls
through the use of positive and negative sanctions.

!.20 Followership (Social. Orientation)
Followership in social orientations is defined as the ability to remain
in a ^roup and participate in it under conditions when another controls
througn persuasion.

2.30 Followership (Interdependent Orientation)
Followership in ethical orientations is defined as the abi:ity to\remain
in a group and participate in it under conditions when another directs
and controls through the influence of specialized knowledge or expertise.
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3. ROLE EXCHANGE (YIELDING)

Role exchange in a yielding direction is defined as the capacir to tran fer

t.;146 teadership of a task relevant group activit) to another group member wi-,.':out

either disrupting the group activity or withdrawing from the group.

3.10 Role Exchange-Yielding (Power Orientation)
This refers to the capacity to acknowledge the superior control Of another
over positive and negative sanctions and withdraw from the leadership
position without either leaving the group or disrupting the activity of
the group.

3.20 Role Exchange-Yielding (Social Orientation)
'This refers to the capacity to recognize the superior position of another
in terms of.group loyalty and withdraw from the leadership position with-
out either leaving the group or disrupting the activity of the group.

3.30 Role txchange-Yielding (Interdependent Orientation)
This refers to the capacity to recognize the superior gn.lifications
(knowledge and experience) of another and withdraw from ,he leadership
position without either leaving the group or disrupting the group
activity.

4. ROLE EXCHANGE-ASSERTING

Role exchange in an assertive direction is defined as the capacity to claim

the leadership position from another without unnecessarily disrupting the group

activities and/or necessitating the former leader's leaving the group.

4.10 Role Exchange-Asserting (Power Orientatien)
This refers to the capacity to use superior. control over tasitiy::: and
negative sanctions to assert one's leaderihip in rep1acin3 an incuMbent
leader, without disruption of the group.

4.20 Role Exchange-Asserting (Social Orientation) (Persuasion Ortert.stion)?
This refers.to the capacity to use the pt;sonal loyalty of group membeis
to assert one's leadership and replace ard incumbent without disrupting
the group activities or necessitating thE former leader's departure from
the group.

4.30 Role Exchange-Asserting (Interdependent ('rientation) (Influence
Orien*!otion)?

This refers to the capacity to demonstrate one's superior knoWleage and
skills relevant to a group task, and thereby assume the leadership of
the group from an inCumbent leader.

18
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5. CONCEPTUALIZATION

Conceptualization in this taxonomy refers to the capacity to relate to

leader and follower roles on a class basis, and specify the relevant variables

- which deterdine a class of role orientations; finally, it refers to the capacity

to recognize and classify leader-follower relationships as power, influence or

interdependence orientations.

5.10 Conceptualization (Power Orientation)
This refers to the capacity to conceptualize power based role orientations,
identifying the specific positive and negative sanctions which can be
brought to bear, and any limitations to the applications of those sanctions
Conceptualization of a power based role orientatioh may be further sub-
divided into the following categories of conceptualization tasks.

5.11 Conceptualization of Follower Role
This would entail the recognition of the behaviors arropriate
o-c, the role of follower in a task relevant group activity; and
recognition of the outer limits of applicability of sanctions
in a given situation.

5.12 Conceptualization of Leadership Role
This would entail the recognition of the behaviors appropriate
to the role of power based leadership in a task relevant group
activity; recognition of the range of sanctions available in
a given situation.

5.20 Conceptualization (Social Orientation)
This refers to the capacity to conceptualize persuasion based role
orientations identifying the specific arguments which can be brought to
bear and recognizing the range across which they are appropriate.
Conceptualization of a socially based role may be further subdivided into
the following categories of conceptualization tasks.

5.21 Conceptualization of Follower Role
This would entail the recognition of the behaviors appropriate
to the role of a follower in a task relevant group activity;
and recognition of the logical basis of attempts to influence
or persuade; recognition of limitations to the validity of
logical structures of persuasion utilized in particular situations.

5.22 Conceptualization of Leadership Role
This would entail the recognition of the behaviors appropriate to
the role or leader by virtue of persuasion; recognition of and
identification of logical arguments for particular co.Ars,- of
action in given gituations.
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5.30 Conceptualization (Interdependent Orientation)
This refers to the capacity for conceptualizing a group task situation
i.e., identifying all the relevant kaowledge and skill capabilities
and ordering knowledge and skill capabilities in terms af salience to
the task.

6. EVALUATION'

Evaluation in this taxonomy refers to the capacity to identify criteria for

making judgments about ego's capacity for leadership in given situations and to

apply those criteria objectively to self and relevant others in the given group

situation, in order to determine who should most appropriately be leading in a

group task situation:

6.10 Evaluation (Power Orientation)
This refers to the capacity to evaluate the power positic of the lelder
(possibly self) in relation to the power position of others in task
relevant group activities.

).20 Evaluation (Social Orientation)
This refers to the :apacity to evaluate objectively self's and others
rocial status rela:Ave to decisionmaking, in terms of criteria
app:opriate to thc task relevant group goals.

6.30 Evaluation (Interdependent Orientation)
This refers? to the cvpacity to evaluate personal qualifications for
leading on the basis of knowledge and skills relevant to the given
group task situation.
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